We consider an integrated service system, where real-time (RT) calls of multiple rate requirements and non-realtime (NRT) calls share the total system capacity. Typically, RT calls are given strict priority over NRT calls, therefore, NRT performance is dependent on the RT process. When RT call arrival processes are not Poisson processes, the effect of the RT traffic burstiness on the NRT performance has not been investigated. In this paper, we investigate this effect and provide computationally efficient approximations and bounds for the NRT performance evaluation in the integrated service system with multi-rate non-Poisson RT traffic. With known first and second moments of the RT call arrival processes, we propose to consider the multi-rate non-Poisson RT traffic streams as an equivalent single-rate Poisson traffic stream. Then we evaluate the NRT performance by converting the original system to a system offered with the equivalent RT traffic and the NRT traffic. Our approximations and bounds are validated with extensive numerical examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic generated by various end-user applications in current and emerging communication networks can be broadly categorized into two types: real-time (RT) traffic and non-real-time (NRT) traffic, according to their traffic nature and Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements [1] . Generally, RT calls are generated by end-user real-time applications such as voice and video. They are delay and jitter sensitive and therefore require guaranteed data rate to meet their QoS requirements. NRT calls represent non-real-time applications, such as web-browsing, email and downloads. They are elastic and can be served by time-varying data rates.
Over the last quarter of a century, it has been considered an important challenge by industry to develop resource allocation mechanisms that efficiently support both RT and NRT traffic. We consider an integrated service system discussed in [2] - [8] that employs a resource allocation scheme which exploits different traffic characteristics and QoS requirements of the RT and NRT traffic. To be specific, in the integrated service system, the RT calls are classified into a finite number of sets characterized by different arrival rates, mean holding times, and data rate requirements. Each admitted RT call is served by a guaranteed constant data rate according to its requirement, and the admitted NRT calls share evenly the remaining capacity. The total capacity available for the RT calls and the maximum numbers of concurrently served NRT calls are limited, so that certain minimum capacity can be guaranteed to each NRT call. As long as the total capacity available for the RT calls is not used up, the RT calls are given strict priority over the NRT calls.
Performance evaluation of such an integrated service system is important for network design and dimensioning. In previous publications, RT and NRT call arrivals are often assumed to follow Poisson processes. With this assumption, performance evaluation for the RT traffic in the integrated service system can be easily performed using known multi-rate loss model. Blocking probabilities of the RT calls can be obtained either by a recursive method [9] - [11] or by the convolution algorithm [12] , [13] , [14, Ch. 2] . Performance evaluation for the NRT traffic is challenging because the scheduling introduces dependencies of the NRT process on the RT processes. In [4] , the system is analyzed for cases with one class of RT calls and one class of NRT calls. To reduce the computational complexity of performance analysis for large scale system, some computationally efficient approximations are provided, such as the Fluid Approximation (FA) [2] , [6] , [15] , the Quasi-Stationary Approximation (QSA) [2] , [7] , [8] , [16] and the Generalized Quasi-Stationary Approximation (GQSA) [17] .
In some practical cases, the call arrival processes of the RT traffic cannot be accurately modeled as Poisson processes. A typical example of a non-Poisson call arrival process is the call arrival process of the overflow traffic. In the emerging Long Term Evolution system, small cells are covered by macrocells and form a multitier hierarchical architecture. RT calls blocked in small cells can overflow to the covering macrocell for possible service. This overflow strategy will improve the overall performance of RT calls. For the NRT calls, we maintain blocked NRT calls in the small cell rather than redirect it to the covering macrocell. It makes sense, as some small cells, such as femtocells, are deployed to offload data traffic from macrocells. As known, the overflow traffic is more bursty than Poisson traffic which implies that the Poisson assumption will lead to underestimation of the RT blocking probabilities in the upper tier. This effect has been extensively studied [18] - [26] . For single-service loss systems, Hayward's approximation [19] is a simple yet accurate approximation to the blocking experienced by the overflow traffic. For an overflow stream with average arrival rate λ, offered to N servers (service rate µ), the resulting blocking probability B, is obtained by B ≈ E N Z , A Z , where A = λ/µ is the offered load, Z is the peakedness (the variance to mean ratio) of the overflow stream relative to an infinite group of servers (rate µ), and E(N, A) is the Erlang B formula. Some modified versions of Hayward's approximation were developed [23] - [25] to extend this method to multi-service loss systems. In [22] , the overflow traffic is modeled as a Batched Poisson process. In [26] , a two-dimensional convolution algorithm is proposed to determine the occupancy distribution in networks with traffic overflow, where traffic streams offered to primary resources can follow any distribution.
As modern communication system need to support both RT and NRT traffic, it is necessary to know the effect of the RT traffic burstiness on the NRT traffic performance in the integrated service system, such as the macrocell mentioned above. To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few performance evaluation methods for the NRT traffic in such cases. In [27] , [28] , a multi-rate loss model supporting elastic and adaptive traffic was studied where the call arrival processes were modeled as Batched Poisson processes. In these works, both adaptive and elastic calls will compress their bandwidth requirement to spare some capacity for newly arriving calls. During the compression, each elastic call maintains its total traffic volume while each adaptive call maintains its service duration. In this way, adaptive calls will incur QoS degradation. In this paper, we consider a model where RT calls are given strict priority and will not be affected by newly arriving RT and NRT calls. We provide performance evaluation approximations for the NRT traffic in this integrated service system with multiple classes of non-Poisson RT traffic. We use the concept of the Hayward's approximation and consider the multiple classes of non-Poisson RT traffic streams as an equivalent single class Poisson traffic stream. This consideration makes the evaluation for non-Poisson RT traffic cases feasible. As mentioned, in [24] , Hayward's approximation was also used to convert non-Poisson traffic streams to Poisson traffic streams, while the aim of the conversions is to apply a modified Kaufman-Roberts recursion, in order to obtain the performance of overflow traffic in the secondary group. In our work, the aim is different. We want to investigate the effect of the non-Poisson RT traffic on the NRT traffic in the secondary group (macro cell). We use Hayward's approximation, not only to convert non-Poisson traffic streams to Poisson traffic streams, but also to combine traffic streams with different classes (occupy different number of servers) as a single class traffic stream, which facilitates the NRT performance evaluation in the secondary group.
The method proposed in [24] cannot be directly applied to our problem. From [24] , the occupancy distribution of the overflow traffic in the secondary group is obtained. However, how to find the effect of this distribution on the NRT performance has not been studied.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the integrated service system is described in detail. In Section III-A, the equivalence of traffic streams is discussed. In Section III, the NRT performance evaluation method is described. In Section IV, multiple numerical examples are given to validate our approximation method. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. THE INTEGRATED SERVICE SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce the integrated service system considered in this paper, and describe in details how the RT and NRT calls are served in this system. For the convenience of the reader, key notations are listed in Table I as well as described in the following.
The total capacity of the integrated service system available for both traffic types is C b/s. There are K classes of RT calls which are served in strict priority over a single class of NRT calls.
We assume that different classes of RT calls arrive at the system independently with each other. Let λ k be the arrival rate of the class k RT calls. Assume that the means and the variances (definitions given in Section III-A) of the RT traffic streams are known. Define an RT channel as a portion of capacity with the data rate c RT b/s.
Each admitted RT call of class k requires and is allocated capacity of d k RT channels for the entire duration of its 
T the channel requirements for all the RT classes.
Denote by n k (t) the number of class k RT calls being served in the system at time t and define n(t) = (n 1 (t), n 2 (t), n 3 (t), . . . , n k (t), . . . , n K (t)). Then,
is the total number of RT channels occupied by the RT calls at time t. To avoid starvation of the NRT calls, the RT calls can only occupy up to N RT RT channels, where N RT · c RT ≤ C. When an RT call of class k arrives at time The call arrival process of the NRT traffic is assumed to be independent of the RT traffic and is assumed to follow a Poisson process. The NRT arrival rate is denoted by λ N RT . The NRT traffic shares evenly the remaining capacity left over by the RT traffic based on the processor sharing scheduling policy. Denote by n N RT (t) the number of the NRT calls in the system at time t. The data rate of all the NRT calls and the data rate of an individual NRT call at time t are thus given by,
and
respectively.
The data rate of an individual NRT call, c N RT (t), is updated upon an RT/NRT admitted arrival or departure.
As mentioned above, to satisfy the QoS of the admitted NRT traffic, the maximum number of concurrently served NRT calls is limited to N N RT . Accordingly, a new NRT call arriving at time t is admitted if n N RT (t) < N N RT and is blocked if n N RT (t) = N N RT .
Since the RT traffic has strict priority over the NRT traffic, the performance of the RT traffic can be evaluated independently as if the NRT traffic does not exist. In this case, when the RT call arrivals follow Poisson processes, the performance of the RT traffic can be evaluated from a multi-rate loss model [9] - [13] , [14, Ch. 2] . When the RT call arrivals do not follow Poisson processes, the performance of the RT traffic can be evaluated by the multi-rate
Hayward's approximation [19] , [23] , or by the Multiservice Equivalent Random Method (MERM) [18] , [25] , or by the Kaufman-Rege method [22] .
For the NRT traffic, as mentioned, its performance will be affected by the RT call arrival processes. When the RT call arrivals follow Poisson processes, exact Markov chain solution or approximation methods such as FA, QSA and GQSA can be applied. However, the case that the RT call arrivals do not follow Poisson processes has not been studied before, and this paper provides a new performance evaluation method to address this scenario.
III. NRT PERFORMANCE APPROXIMATION
As mentioned, our proposed approximation for NRT performance evaluation is based on considering the multirate non-Poisson RT traffic streams as an equivalent single-rate Poisson traffic stream. To better present our method, we first discuss the equivalence of traffic streams and then explain the proposed NRT performance approximation. Proof: Let N c1 and N c2 be the number of customers in the system if traffic streams S 1 and S 2 were offered to a trunk of infinite number of servers, respectively. Denote E[·] and V[·] the mean and variance of a random variable. We have,
A. Equivalent traffic streams
As N s1 = dN c1 , N s2 = N c2 , we obtain, enhances (19) in [25] . The equivalence of the traffic streams S 1 and S 2 is indicated by (19) in [25] while Lemma 1
proves it in terms of two moments matching.
Lemma 1 enables us to find an equivalent single class Poisson traffic stream for the multiple classes of nonPoisson RT traffic streams. Then the NRT performance can be evaluated by converting the original system to a system offered with the equivalent RT traffic and the NRT traffic.
B. Equivalent RT traffic streams Conversion
The equivalent single class Poisson traffic stream can be obtained in the following three steps. The procedures are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Step 1. Find the single-channel equivalents of all the RT traffic streams. For the RT traffic stream of class k, define A k = λ k /µ k and denote by Z k the peakedness of this RT traffic. Using Lemma 1, we obtain,
Step 2. Aggregate all single-channel RT traffic streams to a single traffic stream, which is generally non-Poisson.
The mean and the variance (denoted by A s and V s ) of the aggregated traffic are the summations of the means and the variances of all the single-channel RT traffic streams, respectively. Therefore, the mean, the variance, and the peakedness (denoted by Z s ) of the aggregated traffic are given by,
Notice that, in Step 1, the offered load of the single-channel equivalent is d k times of the original RT traffic stream of class k. This can be regarded that the call arrival rate of the single-channel equivalent λ s,k is d k times of its original RT traffic, i.e., λ s,k = λ k d k , while the service rates of the two traffic streams are the same, i.e.,
Step 2, as different RT traffic streams may have different service rates, the average service time of the aggregated traffic should be re-calculated. Notice that the service time is obtained as if the traffic stream were offered to a trunk with infinite number of servers. Assume that the service times of all RT classes follow exponential distributions. Then, the service time of the aggregated RT traffic is the competition of K independent exponentially distributed random variables, which also follows exponential distribution, and its mean is the weighted average of all the competitors. For traffic stream of class i, λ s,k is the number of departures (also arrivals) per unit time.
Therefore, the weighting factor for traffic stream of class i is, λ s,k / K k=1 λ s,k , and then the average service time of the aggregated traffic stream is given by,
where,
Step 3. Find the Poisson equivalent represented by (A p , d p , 1) of the aggregated traffic stream (A s , 1, Z s ). As the latter is generally non-Poisson, the former is therefore generally non-single-channel. According to Lemma 1, we obtain,
Till now, we have obtained the equivalent single class Poisson traffic stream for the original multiple classes of non-Poisson traffic streams. Next, we evaluate the NRT performance in the integrated service system with the RT traffic stream (A p , d p , 1).
C. RT process modification
Replace the multiple classes of RT traffic streams with traffic stream (A p , d p , 1). Then, denote by n RT (t) the number of RT calls in the system at time t and {n RT (t), t ≥ 0} is the RT process. Notice that the maximum number of RT customers in the system, N RT dp , can be a non-integer. Therefore, we should modify the RT process properly.
2.
3.

Fig. 2. State transition diagrams of the modified RT processes.
Assume that the RT process is a Markov process and it evolves among states in set Ω = {0, 1, 2, . . . , N c } where N c is the maximum number of RT customers supported by the system. When N RT dp is an integer, N c = N RT dp . However, if N RT dp is not an integer, which is very likely to happen, we consider the following three kinds of modifications.
1. N c = N RT dp , Ω = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N RT dp .
N c =
N RT dp , Ω = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N RT dp , N RT dp .
The associated state transition diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 2 , where λ p = K k=1 λ k and µ p = λ p /A p . Notice that for the third modification, the unknown parameter N is not equal to N c . We choose the value of N so that the steady-state probability of state N c equals the RT call blocking probability.
As N c is not an integer, the RT blocking probability is obtained by the linear interpolation or the continuous Erlang B formula [29] given by,
where, Γ(x + 1, A) = ∞ A t x e −t dt. When x ∈ Z + , Eq. (14) becomes the ordinary Erlang B formula.
Using Eq. (14), we obtain,
Compared to the other two modifications, RT process modification 2 requires more computation power. As will be demonstrated in Section IV, RT process modification 2 has the highest accuracy among the three modifications.
The other two modifications will provide lower and upper bounds for NRT performance.
D. NRT performance evaluation
Denote by n N RT (t) the number of NRT calls in the system at time t. Then {(n RT (t), n N RT (t)), t ≥ 0} is the joint RT and NRT process. After the modification on the RT process, the NRT performance can be obtained from the RT-NRT joint process. Fig. 3 . Part of the state-transition diagram of the associated two-dimensional Markov chain of the RT-NRT joint process.
When the RT process is in state i, the number of RT channels occupied by the RT traffic is id p , and the data rate for all the NRT traffic is given by, Denote by π(i, j) the steady-state probability of state (i, j). It can be obtained by solving the two-dimensional Markov chain. Then the NRT blocking probability is given by,
The NRT average queue size, i.e., average number of NRT calls in system is given by,
According to Little's formula, the NRT average delay can be obtained by,
As mentioned, Lemma 1 are a detailed explanation of (19) in [25] . As the method in [25] is called MERM, we therefore call the methods provided here an MERM-based approximation.
E. Computational Complexity
The proposed method has light computational complexity. Specifically, for the equivalent RT traffic streams conversion (Section III-B), the computational complexity is O(K); for the RT process modification (Section III-C), the Erlang B formula is used twice plus a linear interpolation, which are computationally efficient. For the NRT performance evaluation (Section III-D), computations are mainly required for solving the two-dimensional Markov process, which has a complexity O(n 3 m ), where n m = N N RT N . As the proposed method converts multiple classes of RT traffic streams to a single traffic stream in Section III-B, the Markov process to be solved in Section III-D is only two-dimensional, which eliminates the high computational complexity required for solving higher order multidimensional Markov process. As a result, with the number of classes of traffic streams increase, the computational complexity of the proposed method is only slightly increased. Therefore, more benefits will be gained by using the proposed method compared with simulations.
IV. VALIDATION BY NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we validate our proposed MERM-based approximation by comparing results from the approximations with those from simulations for several numerical examples. Simulation results are obtained through a discrete event simulator written in C, and are presented as mean values of 6 runs with 95% confidence intervals.
A. Effect of data rate requirments of RT traffic
We consider a case, called Example 1, where there are two classes of RT traffic and one class of NRT traffic.
The RT call arrivals follow independent Poisson processes. We consider the integrated service system described in This may reduce the accuracy of the approximation. The approximation for NRT average delay is more robust than that for NRT blocking probability. This is because the NRT average delay depends on all states while NRT blocking probability only depends on the blocking state.
B. Different service rates for RT calls
In Example 2, we investigate the accuracy of the MERM-based approximation for cases when different classes of the RT traffic have different service rates. The system in this example is the same as that for Example 1, except
The NRT blocking probabilities and the NRT average delay from our proposed method and those from simulations are compared in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. In the legends, we use the terms "MERM-floor", "MERM-ceil" and "MERM" to represent the RT process modifications 1, 2, and 3, respectively. We can observe that results from our approximations are close to the exact solutions, where the RT process modification 3 provides the most accurate results. We also observe that method based on RT process modification 1 gives the lower bounds for the NRT blocking probabilities, and that method based on RT process modification 2 gives the upper bounds. Intuitively, for RT process modification 1 (2), the maximum capacity allocated for RT calls is smaller (larger) than that for RT process modification 2, therefore, more (less) capacity will be left for NRT calls, which will decrease (increase) the NRT blocking probability. Example 2 demonstrates that our MERM-based methods can apply to cases when different classes of the RT traffic have different service rates.
C. Non-Poisson RT call arrivals
To investigate the the accuracy of the MERM-based method for cases when the RT call arrival processes are non-Poisson, we consider an hierarchical system where one macrocell overlays a number of small cells. RT calls blocked by the small cell are overflowed to the macrocell for possible service. As known, the overflow traffic is more bursty than Poisson traffic. The mean and the variance of the overflow traffic can be obtained from the Erlang B formula and Riordan's formula [18] .
In our example, called Example 3, small cells are evenly divided into two groups. The small cells of group 1 are homogenous, and each has 16 RT channels and its offered class 1 RT traffic has arrival rate λ The NRT blocking probabilities and the NRT average delay from our proposed method and those from simulations are compared in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively. The 95% confidence intervals are provided for the simulation results.
Results from the Poisson Approximation (PA) are also included in the comparisons, where call arrival processes of the overflow traffic are approximated as Poisson traffic. It is observed that the PA underestimates the results in some cases and overestimates the results in other cases, while our proposed approximations (RT process modification 3)
are accurate in all cases considered.
It is also observed from Example 3 that the effect of the burstiness of the RT traffic stream on the NRT performance is not one directional. It may improve or worsen the performance of the NRT traffic. Therefore, the burstiness of the RT traffic should be considered to achieve accurate performance evaluations for the NRT traffic. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered an integrated service system that serves multi-rate RT traffic streams as well as NRT traffic.
We have provided computationally efficient approximations and bounds for performance evaluation of the NRT traffic in such a system when the RT call arrival processes are not Poisson processes. Our method is based on considering the multiple classes of non-Poisson RT traffic streams as an equivalent single class of Poisson traffic stream. This consideration makes the NRT performance evaluation for non-Poisson RT traffic cases feasible. The proposed method can also be applied to cases that the RT call arrivals follow Poisson processes. It reduces the computational complexity dramatically when comparing with the exact Markov chain solution, especially when the number of RT classes is large. The proposed method is validated by numerical results. We have also demonstrated that the effect of the burstiness of the RT traffic on the NRT performance can be significant and therefore should not be ignored.
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